OTI Session 9
“Overcoming Our Past”
FEAR

Session #9
“Overcoming Our
Past”
Dealing with Fear

Release

Taken from the
Hebrew word
"Shemitta”
= To Remit

Fear
Anger

Unforgiveness

Guilt

Greek word
"Apoluo”
To Release
as in the
Custom of
Letting a
Prisoner Go at
Passover

Philippians 3:13-14

Philippians 3:13-14

Brothers, I do not consider myself yet
to have taken hold of it.

I press on toward the goal to
win the prize for which God
has called me heavenward
in Christ Jesus.

But one thing I do: Forgetting what is
behind and straining toward what is
ahead,
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“No passion so
effectually robs the
mind of all its powers
of acting and
reasoning as FEAR.”
- Edmund Burke
(1729–97), Irish philosopher

You will desire your
husband and he will
rule over you…
Women Fear
Abandonment

1. Holy Fear (Reverence)
This is God-given, enabling us to
reverence God’s authority, obey his
commandments and hate and shun all
form of evil.
Scripture tells us that this kind of fear is
the very beginning of wisdom

Cursed is the ground
because of you—you
will labor and toil all
your days...
Men Fear Failure

Reverence
Dread
Terror

2. Slavish Fear
A Natural Consequence of Sin:
• An adulterer fears they’ll be found out
• A tax evader works hard to cover their
tracks
• Alcoholic fears losing his job
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3. Fear of Men

4. Fear as Object of Fear

This can be positive in the sense of
having a reverential awe and regard
of men or it can be quite negative,
where we have a blind dread of other
people because of what they have or
can do to us.

This is a particular ‘fear’ that
terrifies us.
The Greek word is “phobos”
which is where our word
“phobia” comes from.

“Let me assert my
firm belief that the
only thing we have
to fear is fear
itself”
- President F. D. Roosevelt

Life Implication:
A failure to understand and
deal properly with fear is a
major contributor to a variety
of dysfunctional human
behaviors.

Life Application Discussion:

Life
Application

1. Which area or aspect of fear do
you most struggle with?
2. How can I use this teaching to
help me become a man who will
overcome inappropriate fear?
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